
AUSTRALIAN IDENTITY IN FILM

Free Essay: Australian Identity in Film How a country is designed and subsequently populated will have an indelible
impression on the joint.

For him, a great film should not be considered first of all a means of promoting its country of origin. Journal
of Australian Studies , pps. The film takes apart the comforting myths of mateship, highlighting its coercive
nature and cruelty. Astute critics noted immediately that the audience was being manipulated into a specific
construction of the historical record eg Lawson and see further discussion in Reynaud 7. This included
indigenous people but did not belong to them Bryson  Langton, Marcia. During this period of Australia's
history, our modes of entertainment, food, fashion, sporting culture and our social values and attitudes were
largely dictated by British culture. Qantas alone had to increase their number of San Francisco to Sydney
flights from 25 per week to 40 per week. The sense of unquestioned national identity was destabilised. She
yearns for a glamorous wedding and wants to be free of her own family, dominated by her psychologically
abusive father. In the s indigenous people began making their own feature films, which became progressively
more terrifying and depressing in their implications for an indigenous future. She steals money to go on
vacation at a tropical resort, then moves to Sydney to follow her dream. Australian cinema as a national
cinema. Other remarkable developments were in train through that decade. They were saved from certain
death when they encountered a teenage Aboriginal boy on his walkabout. The characters become less
Australian archetypes, and more recognisable to Americans. One is a transsexual and the other two
homosexual. Antipodes Special Issue on Australian Film, pp. When Gallipoli was released, the Anzac myth
seemed to be dying, but Gallipoli helped redirect it onto a path where it became arguably the most central
myth to the Australian identity. Inter-titles, texts on screen between scenes, were also used to tell the story.
Early Days: the Silent Era. Film and Nationalism. This melded the Australians at War theme with the heroic
bushman story, triumphing against the threat of an overwhelmingly superior enemy. Journal of Australian
Studies , pp. The inhabitants are kind and generous, drawn together by common love for a fiercely intelligent
and independent dog who nonetheless forms a tight bond with a handsome young American. Women had
emerged into new roles. Tracey Moffatt, a young woman of indigenous origin who had been raised in a
non-indigenous home, burst onto the scene as an astonishingly talented artist.


